
 
Please call Adventure Cycles today on 232855 to organise a test ride. 

 

Electric Cargo Bikes 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tern GSD S10 Cargo E-Bike – From £3,333 
The Tern GSD is a terrific bike for everyday life. A compact miracle on small wheels. Designed to carry two kids, a week’s 
worth of groceries or cargo (max. gross weight 200kg), but it’s only 180 cm long—the same length as a standard ebike.  
 
The GSD is designed to be shared by a family. It adjusts to fit mum, dad or the kids—any rider from 150 – 195 cm.  The 
GSD is one of the few bikes equipped with Bosch’s latest Dual-Battery technology and e-powered with the Bosch 
Performance line motor, with 63nm of torque. Weight 27kg (incl. 1 battery).   
 
The S10 uses Shimano Deore 10spd derailleur gearing with corrosion resistant chain.  The innovative rear rack fits two 
Thule Yepp Maxi child seats, or one Thule Yepp Nexxt Maxi seat—no adapters needed.  

 
 
Cargo-hold Panniers £125 Club-house Rack £166     Transporteur Front Rack £95   Side-kick Foot Pegs £20.95 
 

 
 
Side-kick Lower Deck £41.95 Side-kick Seat Pad £41.95     Side-kick Handlebar £41.95        Short-bed Rear Tray £95 



Tern HSD P9 Cargo E-Bike – From £2,750 
Only 170 cm long, the HSD is shorter than a regular bike. It's a breeze to handle in tight spaces and goes easily where 
other bikes won't. The HSD flips up for convenient vertical parking.  Despite its diminutive stature, the HSD is a mid-
sized cargo bike with serious hauling capacity. With a maximum gross vehicle weight of 170 kg (374 lb) and an XL-sized 
rack, it'll carry a week's worth of groceries or camping equipment for the weekend. It even has a dedicated trailer hitch 
mount, so adding extra cargo is a cinch. 
 
The Atlas H Rack is rated to 60 kg (132 lb) and compatible with many different child seat brands, including Thule Yepp 
and Bobike. An upcoming Passenger Kit will allow riders to continue carrying their kids as they grow older.  The HSD 
resizes in seconds to fit riders from 150 to 195 cm (4'11" - 6'5") so everybody in the family—from teens to 
grandparents—can enjoy the ride. The new Easy-Step frame design offers a comfortable upright riding position for 
riders tall or small, as well as easy mounts and dismounts. Paired with an adjustable stem and seatpost, a suspension 
fork, and balloon tires, the HSD delivers a smoother and more comfortable ride even on the meanest cobblestone 
roads. 
 
The HSD gets its genes for strength and durability from the GSD. EFBE Prüftechnik GmbH, one of Europe's leading 
bicycle test laboratories, has tested the HSD frame and fork to 170 kg (374 lb) according to their own rigorous Tri-Test 
standard and the upcoming EN Cargo Bike standards. In addition, the HSD is equipped with several safety features that 
make it ready for almost any situation: integrated front and rear lights, hydraulic disc brakes for all-weather stopping 
power, puncture-resistant tyres, and even reflective decals.  
 
The HSD P9 uses Shimano Alivio 9spd derailleur gears with corrosion resistant chain.  It is e-powered with a Bosch Active 
Line Plus (Gen 3) motor, max speed 15.5 mph & a 400wh battery. 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
Tern HSD S8i Cargo E-Bike – From £3250 
Sharing the same frame and features of the HSD P9.  The S8i uses Shimano Nexus 8 speed internal hub gearing coupled 
with a Gates Carbon belt drive CDX to provide a smooth, silent, low maintenance transmission.  It is e-powered with a 
Bosch Active Line Plus (Gen 3) motor, max speed 15.5 mph & a 400wh battery. 
 

 
Bergamont E-Cargoville Bakery – From £2,775 (ETA – May 2020) 
The E-Cargoville Bakery is Bergamont’s entry into the cargo bike segment, is a true all-rounder: you can transport a wide 
variety of loads without stress and emission, be it your week’s groceries or commercial cargo. The combination of a 
powerful Bosch Performance (Gen 3) drive unit, low centre of gravity and ergonomic geometry concept delivers safe 
handling and maximum riding pleasure.   The cargo-optimised drive train utilises a continuously variable Enviolo internal 
gear hub.  The bike weighs in at 29kg, with max gross weight of 160kg.   Accessories coming soon! 



 
 

 
 

Butchers & Bicycles MK1-E – From £4,735 
 
Safe and fun - Because the MK1-E leans into the turns it's both fast and safe at the same time. The 3 wheels makes 
the cargo bike stable to ride with kids and the ability to lean makes it comfortable and safe on uneven roads and 
while turning. 
 
Perfect for kids - Having your kids in front of you is great. They are safe and comfortable at the same time. When the 

Mk1-E leans into the turns it is a natural and thrilling roller-coaster sensation, that brings smiles to all faces. All MK1-E 

cargo bikes have an integrated iso-fix mount which means you can attach your car seat and bring your baby safely 

with you. It's a tool free mount and a very safe way to bring your smallest one along. When he/she is old enough to 

sit up you can use the child pack (approx. 1-6yr old). 

No sweat to ride - Going uphill or riding long distances? With the integrated and powerful Bosch Performance CX 

motor, you can easily get with your kids and groceries without breaking a sweat.    

Weight 49kg unladen, Capacity: Max. load on MK1-E = 200 kg, Max. 80 kg in the box. 



 

The Child Seat for Two £222     Supernova lights £259   Hood with Skyview £295    Flat Cover for Box £149 
 
If you want to take extra good care of your MK1-E we recommend the Parking Cover for £149. Water-repellent 
softcover for parking. An elastic puller runs along the edge enabling a tight and smooth fit. Comes in a handy sack 
pack for easy storage. 
 
 

Why buy from us? 
We pride ourselves on being knowledgeable about the bikes we sell, when a new model is released we test them to 
check the realistic Guernsey range as we all know you can’t go anywhere here without meeting a hill. Included in our 
price is a free tune up service after a month of purchase, free courtesy electric bike when yours is in for maintenance 
and a full back up of parts to help keep you on the road. 
 

e-Bike care package 

The best way to keep your bike running in tip top condition all year is to keep the bike clean and the chain lubricated. 

When buying a new bike from us you can purchase this package deal to assist with keeping the bike running smooth 

which includes the following; 

Finish Line e-Bike Cleaner, Finish Line e-Bike chain lubricant, Muc-Off Microfiber cloth 

Special deal price of £20 (Rrp £25.85) 

 

e-Cargo Bike service package 

For peace of mind: 1 Year service package £90 (one off service is £75); includes a year’s worth of service labour 

charges* and bike care package (free loan e-bike whilst yours is in for servicing and all firmware updates).  *please note 

parts and collection/delivery charges still apply. 

 


